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Abstract

Drug development contributes to improve
health, duration, and quality of life. Lethal
diseases have turned into chronic tolerable
conditions, but medical need for many pathological processes continues. Concerns appear
that in spite of extensive workload, success of
pharmaceutical activity, and included
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facilitated access to novel drugs, may slow
down. The preclinical testing via in vitro and
animal experimentation reveals limitations to
select the right promising candidates, most
likely to be effective in humans and predict
undesirable side effects early on.
Therefore, constant efforts are necessary to
improve the strategies. Courage needs to be
stimulated to leave traditional paths and ﬁnd
new and better ways. This “rethinking” process
needs directions to focus on additional options:
use of more in silico data, deeper insight via
cell cultures or receptor studies, new methods
to explore more intensively relevant mechanisms of diseases and pharmacodynamics,
more comparative data from different animal
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models, which species really deliver signals
relevant for patients; for this objective, disease
models or implementation of human conditions into transgenic animals may be supportive. More rigorous randomized designs of
preclinical studies and their blinded assessment may improve reproducible and therefore
validated results.
In times of “big data” regulatory agencies,
academic and industry researchers (possibly
under political pressure) should feel obliged
to stop selective publications (only positive
effects) but create access also to options to
learn from failures. The use of available
knowledge (literature, experience, scientiﬁc
advice) may limit the risks of reducing attrition
rates and help to shorten timelines. Discussions
with agencies have already facilitated a number of strategies. Examples are ICH guidelines
M3 (allowing early access to new compounds
for women of childbearing potential) or S 9
(reducing the preclinical development package
for patients suffering from tumors).
The purpose of this chapter is to prompt
openness and imagination to use new methods,
more science, experience, and communication
among researchers to the beneﬁt of patients.

Introduction
The dualism of desirable effects and undesired
reactions by chemical and pharmaceutical compounds on biological systems continues to be a
fascinating and difﬁcult phenomenon. Research,
preclinical and clinical developments carry on to
identify the main characteristics. Pharmacology
detects new mechanisms for therapeutic purposes
and thereby improves quality of life and survival,
while toxicology and safety pharmacology submit
their results to rigorous evaluations when extrapolation to humans takes place. The success is
based on reﬁnement of analytical methods, on
paradigm change from morphology to inclusion
of physiological functions, on better understanding of diseases and options for correcting such
dysfunctions. In silico, in vitro, and in vivo studies
support this process, but high-throughput

screening does not seem to lead to higher success
rates, just the opposite, the attrition rates slow
down.
This chapter tries to recommend some options
how regulatory safety assessments could try to
counterbalance this growing weakness.

Review of History, Methods,
Regulatory, and Industrial
Environment
Patent expirations, fast-rising competition of
developing countries, and an increasingly complicated regulatory environment has reduced the
attrition rates. Further, growing cost-constraining
healthcare systems reduce the potential of many
new drug discoveries to generate revenues sufﬁcient to cover the costs of development, which
raised for an individual substance up to US $ 2.6
billion (Kaitin and DiMasi 2011).
The continuous pressure, fueled by public
interest for effective and safe medicines, tightens
regulatory requirements on the safety assurance
before launch. On the other hand, payers enforce
drug pricing limits and proofs of therapeutic or
economic advantages over existing products. Biotechnological products can serve as an example
for this trend. Due to their novelty and their substantial impact on disease progression, biotech
products were originally well received in health
care systems. Their acceptance, however, quickly
became unsustainable when during the last few
years, more than ten new products treating cancer
were priced at over $100,000 per year per patient,
along with a continuing stream of many new
orphan drugs costing from $150,000 to $500,000
per year, hepatitis drugs at $80,000 per year, and
others. This resulted in the public pressure to
advocate for heavy price discounts and formal
restrictions (Evens 2016).
As a counterbalance, pharmaceutical companies try to reduce their R&D costs by building
strategic alliances with academic institutions,
Contract Research Organizations (CROs), patient
groups and other developers. Promising drug
candidates are often acquired through mergers
and acquisitions. This increases complexity,
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fragmentation, obstructed communication and
coordination among globally active partners and
can result in insular solutions and addressing only
part of a larger systemic problem. Mergers keep
many pharmaceutical companies in a continuous
state of reorganization; this does not favor stable
research departments allowing to pursuing longterm scientiﬁc goals, like drug development,
needing mostly more than 10 years of perseverance (Schueler and Buckley 2014; DiMasi et al.
2014).
No doubt, the tragedies of the past (Drug, Food
and Cosmetics Act – USA, 1938 – due to mortalities of more than 100 patients after using sulfanilamide elixir with diethylene glycol as a solvent
or thalidomide (Contergan) intake leading to
phocomelia and other deformities) caused rigid
legislations and requirements for animal studies
to conﬁrm safety before human treatment with
new drugs.
Accordingly, the Kefauver Harris Amendment
to the US Drug, Food and Cosmetics Act in 1962
deﬁned the need to prove safety and efﬁcacy of
new pharmaceutics (mostly through animal testing) before their exposure to humans and later
approval; the predecessor of the EU, the European
Economic Community, reacted similarly three
years later by introducing the Directive 65/65/
EEC. Since then, public attention and expectations on medicines safety is rising and pharmaceutical manufacturers are required to perform
safety tests on their new drugs and submit the
data to supervisory organs before being allowed
to market their products.
The characterization of new products starts
today often with high-throughput screening (leading to a ten-fold reduction of the cost of testing
compound libraries), with combinatory chemistry
(increasing by 800-fold the number of new molecular entities to be potentially synthesized), or new
generations of DNA sequencing (Scannel et al.
2012). However, although the turnover of tested
substances had signiﬁcantly increased, this enormous effort did not improve the ﬁnal goal. Out of
every 10,000 new molecular entities discovered,
only one receives regulatory approval to be
marketed, and the percentage of drugs entering
clinical trials resulting in an approved medicine
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is estimated to less than 11.3% compared to
16.4% success rate ten years ago (tufts CSDD
2015; PhRMA 2015).
This failure rate can partially be explained by
the fact that many companies investigate new
molecules before they clarify the pathological
mechanisms of the diseases they are trying to
treat. A more successful strategy would, therefore,
attempt to understand the pathophysiology and
epidemiology of the disease as early as possible
before embarking expensive development programs (pwc 2012).
Some discrepancies can also be stated when
looking at the relationship of preclinical and clinical results. The US-American FDA published
already 2004 a white paper that critically evaluated preclinical animal models, recognizing them
as one of the reasons for the disconnection
between increased expenditure in R&D and attrition rate in drug discovery (FDA 2004). It was
suggested that the high attrition rates of clinical
trials indicate a discrepancy between the promising studies in animal models documenting the
efﬁcacy of a drug, and the real effects of the
drug in human trial subjects. The quality and
translational value of nonclinical research, particularly animal studies, has been therefore
questioned.
Two directives referring to animal studies
stress different sides of this issue.
In the European Union (EU), the rationale and
requirements for animal testing in the development of medicinal products for human use are
deﬁned in Directive 2001/83/EC Annex I,
which states that: “An integrated and critical
assessment of the non-clinical evaluation of the
medicinal product in animals/in vitro shall be
required. . .” (Annex I, Part I, Art. 2.4), “Clinical
trials must always be preceded by adequate pharmacological and toxicological tests, carried out
on animals . . .” (Annex I, Part I, Art. 5.2b) with
the option that “Studies in animals can be
substituted by validated in vitro tests provided
that the test results are of comparable quality
and usefulness for the purpose of safety evaluation” (Annex I, Part I, Art. 4.2.3f). Animal studies
have therefore become a standard component of
pharmaceutical R&D.
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This fact is in contrast to Directive 2010/63/
EU on the protection of animals used for scientiﬁc
purposes. This Directive has taken full effect on 1
January 2013 and refers directly to the principles
of Three Rs (Reﬁnement, Reduction, and
Replacement). According to this Directive “the
use of animals for scientiﬁc or educational purposes should only be considered where a nonanimal alternative is unavailable” (preamble 12)
and “Member States shall ensure that, wherever
possible, a scientiﬁcally satisfactory method or
testing strategy, not entailing the use of live animals, shall be used instead” (Art. 4.1).
Over the past three decades, the preclinical
safety evaluation paradigm has developed in two
parallel branches. For new chemical entities, the
general approach has provided common ground
for evaluation across different product classes; for
new biological entities, where classical toxicology was acknowledged to be less relevant, a
more product speciﬁc approach evolved. This
resulted in two guidelines, ICH M3(R2) and ICH
S6(R1), both published ﬁst 1997 in the Proceedings of the International Congresses on Harmonization (ICH) and then later revised, which is
discernible by the letter R in the title for the recent
guidelines.
The guideline ICH M3(R2) delivers practical
recommendations for timing (when to conduct
which safety studies) and conditions to include
different patient population from male adults,
over women without or with child bearing potential to pregnant women and children.
The guideline ICH S6(R1), on the other hand,
stimulates to reconsider the traditional strategies
in preclinical development. As one example, in
case of recombinant proteins no studies on carcinogenicity and metabolism are required (because
proteins are not metabolized to reactive species)
and off-target effects are not expected (because of
a high speciﬁcity of the recombinant proteins to
the target). Another example is the assessment of
potential effects on the cardiovascular, respiratory
and nervous system (safety pharmacology):
instead of stand-alone studies, these functions
are recommended to incorporate into the pivotal
chronic toxicity studies.
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ICH S6(R1)emphasizes especially the selection of a relevant animal species, which are able
to predict human reactions. The selection should
be usually accomplished by an in-vitro comparison of binding afﬁnity or functional activity of the
product in human and animal cells, followed by
in-vivo conﬁrmation of the pharmacological
activity or cross reactivity in that test species. In
case of monoclonal antibodies, relevant species
for testing are those that express the desired epitope and demonstrate a similar tissue cross-reactivity proﬁle as for human tissues.
A number of ﬂexible options should be considered: e.g. one relevant species may sufﬁce, e.g.,
when only one relevant species can be identiﬁed,
or where the biological activity of the biopharmaceutical is well understood. Or when no relevant
species exists, the use of relevant transgenic or
gene knock-out animals expressing the human
receptor or homologous proteins could be chosen,
no doubt, this option will prolong the evaluation
process. In humanized mice, the comparability of
pharmacodynamics in the animal model and
humans is an important conclusion to consider
the mouse as a suitable relevant model (van
Meer et al. 2015).
The S 6(R1) guideline recognizes also animal
models of disease as a relevant option. These
models were originally used mainly to better
understand the pharmacological action of the
product, the pharmacokinetics and dosimetry. In
all cases, the use of animal models of disease to
support safety should be scientiﬁcally justiﬁed
(ICH S6(R1).
Nevertheless, the guideline caused criticism by
some researchers: e.g. the guideline missed the
chance to catch up with scientiﬁc progress (critical
review by Kooijman et al. 2012). Indeed, for
example the option to use in-vitro alternative
approaches is mentioned only brieﬂy, even in the
guideline’s revised version S6(R1) (approved
2011): “Although not discussed in this guidance,
consideration should be given to the use of appropriate in-vitro alternative methods for safety evaluation. These methods, if accepted by all ICH
regulatory authorities, can be used to replace
current standard methods.” (Part II, Chap. 1.1).
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It was therefore recommended (e.g., by
Kooijman et al. (2012)) to make safety evaluations on a case-by-case basis, driven by product
speciﬁc aspects such as the cause, mechanisms
and reversibility of adverse effects. However, not
much of experience and scientiﬁc expertise with
these products could be gained in the meantime.
In addition, the ﬂexible case-by-case approach
may lead to diverging interpretations and inconsistency of opinions between regulatory agencies.
The Tegenero case (monoclonal antibody)
from 2006, leading unexpectedly to a cytokine
storm inducing severe shock symptoms in volunteers, stimulated Agencies to reconsider their recommendations for the First in Man use of new
compounds. The EMA guidance for ﬁrst-in-man
studies, “Guideline on strategies to identify and
mitigate risks for ﬁrst-in-human clinical trials
with investigational medicinal products” (EMA
2017a) came in February 2018 into effect.
Requested are a better integration of pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic data and toxicological
ﬁndings into the overall risk assessment; nonclinical data should help to deﬁne the estimated
therapeutic dose, the maximum dose, and dose
steps and intervals. The plead includes stronger
stress on using alternative methods and encourages to use more in vitro studies whenever scientiﬁcally relevant and sufﬁciently validated.” The
“weight of evidence” should include a comparison with humans in regard to target expression,
distribution and primary structure, pharmacodynamics, metabolism and other PK aspects, and onand off-target binding afﬁnities and receptor/
ligand occupancy and kinetics. Nevertheless, the
guideline warns that even a high degree of homology between the selected animal model and
human, or a similar response in human and animal
cells in vitro, does not necessarily imply comparable effects in vivo. “For example, there might be
differences in afﬁnity of the new candidate for
molecular targets, physiology differences in tissue
distribution of the molecular target, cellular consequences of target binding, cellular regulatory
mechanisms, metabolic pathways, or compensatory responses to an initial physiological perturbation.” In such situation understanding of the
relevance of the animal models and their
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translational differences may be improved by
using in vitro human cell systems or humanderived materials.

Animal Models
Animal models certainly play an important role
for the overall assessments. The request is for new
pharmaceuticals to include relevant models, relevant for the prediction of reactions in humans.
No animal model can fully reproduce all features of human diseases. And no human models
(volunteers or Phase II patients) can predict all
reactions possibly seen later under broad exposure
of thousands of patients under differing life styles
and co-morbidities. But animal models allow to
gain early on important signals for any severe
effects. But selecting the optimal model is not a
trivial task. Despite the S7A ICH Guideline recommends that “consideration should be given to
the selection of relevant animal models or other
test systems so that scientiﬁcally valid information
can be derived”, the selection of animal species
follows rather long-established practices and less
scientiﬁcally justiﬁed deliberations.
A short reﬂexion about animal models may be
helpful. Traditionally, over 90% of animals used
in drug discovery are mice and rats. In drug development, the two species-testing is the rule. Rodent
experiments should be completed with non-rodent
species like dogs, non-human primates or minipigs. Non-human primates (NHPs) should only be
used when the purpose of the study cannot be
achieved by any other species (Article 8.1(b)
Directive 2010/63/EU).
Mouse: Easily available; low cost; ease of
handling; fast reproduction rate, important for
reproductive toxicity studies. Many transgenic
models.
Many well-established disease models created
in mice, allowing both pharmacology and toxicology investigations. The limited blood volume can
be overcome today by new sampling techniques
and reﬁned analytical methods, allowing microdosing studies.
Rats: Enormous historical background; important animal model for research in psychology and
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biomedical science, especially cancer research.
Their advantage: good availability; larger body
size; easy handling. Gene knockout and embryonic stem cell techniques are relatively more difﬁcult in rats. The role of genes is easy to study:
many inbred strains, all members are closely
genetically identical.
Syrian hamsters: Less used today; few times
for assessing the potential for cancinogenesis,
metabolic diseases, non-cancer respiratory diseases, cardiovascular or infectious diseases; less
easy to handle because of ﬁghting of males.
Rabbits: Particularly useful for assessing ocular and dermal irritation; primary non-rodent species for embryo-fetal developmental toxicity
studies ever since the tragedy of thalidomide.
Dogs: Most frequently used non-rodent species in preclinical drug development; genetically
diverse; a convenient model for many human
diseases, e.g. the bone cancer osteosarcoma
(Rowell et al. 2012). Dogs naturally develop
beta-amyloid plaques (the protein’s amino acid
sequence in dogs is identical to humans), they
show cognitive decline when growing older
(Davis and Head 2014). Good model for complex
neurocognitive disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease. Dogs are expensive; need more sophisticated housing conditions and higher doses of an
experimental drug. In addition, there is elevated
public scrutiny and reluctance for the public and
many evaluators.
Nonhuman primates (NHP): Use allowed
when scientiﬁcally justiﬁed for safety testing.
Most frequently used model to study potential
adverse effects of monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs). High public scrutiny. Target expression
and function comparable to humans. Relatively
large body size (allows repeated blood sampling),
good availability of reagents, assays and methods
(often adapted from humans), and generally good
availability of animals are advantages of NHPs.
Potential limitations: high costs, limited group
size, and often heterogeneous population with
occasional background infections (like humans?).
Testing often requires adult animals (4–5 years).
NHPs inadequate for carcinogenicity testing and
inconvenient for reproductive toxicity studies
with their low fertility rate, high spontaneous
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abortion rate and long pre- and postnatal development times (Baumann et al. 2014). When testing
mAbs, results may be confounded by anti-drug
antibodies formation, leading to a neutralization
of pharmacologic effect or a clearance of the
mAbs from the circulation (Bussiere et al. 2009).
Chapman et al. (2012) demonstrated that in
some therapeutic areas rodents can support biologic development and provide relevant data and
could therefore reduce the use of NHP. In controversial discussion is the duration of repeat-dose
studies: six months provide sufﬁcient data and
nine months or longer did not bring any additional
beneﬁt (Clarke et al. 2008). There is also a plead
to use only two dose groups instead of standard
three, leading equally to relevant data (Chapman
et al. 2010).
Parallel to public demands, criticism of unnecessary or even uninformative use of NHPs can be
heard from professional circles too. Van Meer et
al. (2013) evaluated safety studies in NHPs for
mAbs registered in the EU and concluded that
NHPs have been used even when there were
other pharmacologically-responsive species available and the testing was in some cases not informative. The authors could also show that
pharmacology-mediated adverse effects of mAbs
are highly predictive from in vitro studies.
Minipigs: Increasingly used for toxicity testing of pharmaceuticals, experience in Europe
(Ganderup et al. 2012), also in USA and Japan.
Increasing acceptability by regulatory agencies, e.
g. FDA. Up today: mostly testing on small molecule-based therapeutics and dermal administration (Ganderup et al. 2012), but increasingly also
for repeat-dose administration of biologics
(reviewed in Baumann et al. 2014). Zheng et al.
(2012) demonstrated on several human mAbs that
they show low clearance, long half-life and low
volume of distribution in minipigs and therefore
good translation to humans. Also, according to
Baumann et al. (2014), studies on tissue cross
reactivity of biopharmaceuticals as well as safety
pharmacology and fertility endpoints in repeatdose studies can be carried out in minipigs.
Advantage of the minipigs: immune system
with structures and functions largely analogous
to the human immune system (Bode et al. 2010).
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Additionally, minipigs show less undue effects
than dogs (Weaver et al. 2016). Also the complete
genome (of a size as well as the number of genes
comparable to humans) is known due to intensive
data information based on research of house
swines. Minipigs are not genetically transformed
but the result of chronic breeding selection. Housing and handling easy with training.
Disadvantage: lack of placental transfer of
macromolecules (Bode et al. 2010), which may
limit their role in developmental toxicity testing of
mAbs. In addition, rapid body weight gain, requiring more ﬂexible testing strategies (shorter studies
and use of younger lighter animals) and lack of
published experience may be considered disadvantageous (Baumann et al. 2014).
Animal models of human disease: Primarily
utilized to gain insight into the potential efﬁcacy
and mode of action of novel pharmaceuticals.
Their value in understanding safety risks of compounds begins to be recognized (Morgan et al.
2013). Their use as part of a preclinical safety
submission/dossier has been driven by the need
to test a speciﬁc hypothesis and combine efﬁcacy
and safety evaluations; these models are even
recommended
by
regulatory
authorities
(Cavagnaro and Lima 2015). Examples of the
use of disease models include: infected animals
to test the efﬁcacy of a vaccine, mice inoculated
with xenogenic (human) tumors expressing the
target antigen, or genetically modiﬁed animals
that develop spontaneous disease (Bussiere et al.
2009; Te Koppele and Witkamp 2008).
In general, animal models of human disease
reﬂect rather simple mechanistic pathways while
human diseases are mostly complicated by multifactorial pathological processes, often poorly
understood. From a pathology perspective, the
evaluation of animal disease models is challenging as the induced disease results in effects
confounding safety assessment (Morgan et al.
2013). Historical data on spontaneous background ﬁnding are usually missing. Therefore,
discerning whether the clinical and anatomic
pathology ﬁndings are attributable to incidental
age-related or background changes, tested agent,
or disease manifestations require additional
experience and background data need to be
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accumulated. Multigenerational studies or
increased numbers of control animals may be
necessary (Cavagnaro and Lima 2015; Morgan
et al. 2013; Bussiere et al. 2009). First observations signal that lifespan of disease models may be
limited, therefore, adequacy of such animals in
regard to chronic experiments may be an issue
(Cavagnaro and Lima 2015).
Further, animal models of disease have intrinsic variability and immutable genetic and species
differences. These factors can complicate the
interpretation of the data. Investigators should
therefore carefully evaluate the results and keep
in mind that over- or under-estimating of adverse
side effects may be possible. Also, analyze the
target behavior in the animals, for low molecular
weight chemicals the metabolite proﬁle, for
recombinant proteins the pharmacological effect
(e.g., activity, clearance, target expression,
immune phenotype, and immunogenicity) (van
Meer et al. 2015).
Transgenic animals: The most common
models are gene-targeted or knock-out (KO) animals; they lack an endogenous gene and therefore
fail to express the related protein(s). This property
offers the chance to assess drug speciﬁcity, investigate mechanisms of toxicity, screen for mutagenic and carcinogenic activities of therapeutic
candidates, or study target blockade by novel
therapeutic candidates (Bussiere et al. 2009).
KO-mice have been valuable to study obesity,
heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, substance abuse,
anxiety, aging and Parkinson disease (NIH 2009).
The transfer of new genetic information can
overexpress a target protein. The “humanized”
knock-in animals with a human gene can evaluate
the efﬁcacy and toxicity of human
biopharmaceuticals that are not pharmacologically active in normal rodents. Transgenic mice
generated to carry cloned oncogenes and knockout mice lacking tumor suppressing genes have
provided good models for studying risk of human
cancer; but in spite of their recommendation by
ICH S1A, their use is still limited for the assessing
the carcinogenic potential of new drugs (Friedrich
and Olejniczak 2011) .
For testing recombinant proteins and cell therapy products compensatory mechanisms may take
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on the function of the absent protein(s) or target (e.
g., induction of other calcium transporter genes in
calbindin-D9k gene KO-mice described by Lee et
al. 2007). Additionally, physiological effects of
genetic mutations underlying diseases may differ
in humans and in mice (Hirano et al. 2007).

The Controversy of the Animal Use in
Pharmaceutical R&D
The selection of animal models should be based
on their relevance for humans. In practice, the
selection of species beyond those cited above is
limited. There is a striking paucity of quantitative
comparative data for animal models (Schein et al.
1970; Heywood 1981; Greaves et al. 2004;
Matthews 2008). This makes any request using
validated models and methods difﬁcult. Moreover, literature offers only informative data,
where animal models were positively contributing
for Market Authorization. Data on failures and
lack of success are not selected by researchers
and editors for publication: reports about unacceptable adverse effects in animals are unattractive for journals; such data do not raise public
interest; there could be also reasons for commercial conﬁdentiality (Matthews 2008). Such data
are thus stored in internal databases of pharmaceutical companies or research organizations and
forlorn for public research.
This dilemma was addressed by Olson et al. in
2000: they compiled a survey of 150 compounds
which revealed to be toxic under clinical test
conditions in humans. There was a true positive
human toxicity concordance rate of 71% for
rodent and non-rodent species, with non-rodents
alone being predictive for 63% of human toxicity
and rodents alone for 43%. The authors appraised
safety testing on (healthy) animals as signiﬁcantly
beneﬁcial. But Matthews (2008) criticizes Olson’s
analysis for being inconclusive or even misleading because the authors did not attempt to estimate
the corresponding speciﬁcity (true negative rate)
and sensitivity (true positive rate) without which it
is impossible to assess the evidential weight provided by the animal models. Van Meer (2013)
contributes to this discouraging interpretation
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and predicts that this poor outcome increases
when looking at highly complex and species speciﬁc protein drugs, which are usually immunogenic in animals.
Perrin (2014) fortiﬁes this issue by reporting
that more than 80% of animal studies on safety
and efﬁciency of potential therapeutics fail to
predict the desired success rate in patients. Similar
data by Hay et al. (2014) on success rates of 835
drug developers show that the proportion of therapies advancing from Phase 1 to regulatory
approval is only around 10%. Bailey et al.
(2014) analyzed datasets of 2366 drugs with
both animal (rat, mouse and rabbit as preclinical
species) and human data. The authors concluded
that the absence of toxicity in the animals provided little or virtually no evidential signals for
the lack of adverse drug reactions in humans.; a
(re-)analysis of data speciﬁc for dogs from the
same original dataset reinforced recent criticism
that dogs are used mainly for historical instead of
scientiﬁc reasons (Bailey et al. 2013): No evidence appeared, that canine data would predict
efﬁcacy and toxicology of medical compounds
in clinical trials; they suggested that alternative
methods are urgently required (Bailey et al. 2013).
Finally, van Meer et al. (2012), when focusing
on post-marketing data, conﬁrmed that animal
data were not predictive for detecting serious
adverse drug reactions in patients. Because 63%
of adverse drug reactions had no counterparts in
animals and less than 20% of serious reactions had
an actual positive corollary in animal studies the
authors conclude that animal safety studies in
their current form should not be included in prospective pharmacovigilance studies.
Is there any chance to overcome this dilemma?
Kooijman (2013) explains the persistent use of
animal studies in drug development by inertia of
the system with animal studies embedded in a set
of institutions (i.e., regulations, norms and values)
that are taken for granted, normatively endorsed,
and backed up by regulatory authorities. This is
the motivation why the industry stays reluctant to
move away from established conservative
models. Although the standard animal models
are as the result of guidelines by deﬁnition not
binding, and it is possible to provide preclinical
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data from own scientiﬁcally justiﬁed experimental
programs adapted to a speciﬁc product, but this
option is in practice not frequently used. This
reluctance is the result of fears about possible
delays or even failures of the marketing authorization process. Despite of some ofﬁcial support
for progressive trend-setting new trends, skepticism prevails towards new strategies and conservatism dominates in industry.
Admittedly the situation of regulators is challenging. On one hand they try to promote innovations and recognize rapid growth in knowledge
and technologies (Cavagnaro and Lima 2015), on
the other hand they have to protect patients from
risks.
Van Meer (2013) attacks both the industry and
the regulators by saying:
The adoption of the precautionary principle by the
regulatory authorities and the relative ease with
which this burden of proof is accepted by the pharmaceutical industry – without attempts to improve
the current paradigm – has created a stalemate in
which animal studies, predictive or not, continue to
exist with little room for innovation.

Therefore, all stakeholders should critically
rethink their developmental strategies and should
be encouraged to implement new technologies
that predict the safety and efﬁcacy of therapeutics
better than current animal studies do.

Suggestions for Improvement
To break successfully with long-term traditions is
only possible when academic and industrial
researchers and developers cooperate openly
with regulators and transmit their innovative
thoughts into new guidelines and/or good practices. Some options will be illustrated in the following sections.

Consider Entering the Clinic Without
Animal Studies
Biosimilars are taken as an example. The option to
circumvent in-vivo preclinical studies has been
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recently recommended in revised guidelines on
biosimilar medicinal products (EMA 2012, 2014).
In contrast to generic medicinal products, nonclinical data, including animal studies, have been
traditionally requested for marketing authorization of biosimilars. Nonetheless, this praxis has
been recently abandoned by European regulators,
because animal models turned out not to be sensitive enough to provide sufﬁcient information on
pharmaceutical similarity of these products (EMA
2012, 2014). The guidelines on biosimilars
acknowledge that “in-vitro assays may often be
more speciﬁc and sensitive to detect differences
between the biosimilar and the reference product
than studies in animal” and, therefore, “these
assays can be considered as paramount for the
non-clinical biosimilar comparability exercise.”
Therefore, in-vivo testing should no longer be
performed by default and its necessity should be
considered on a case-by-case basis in a stepwise
approach where the extent and nature of the development program depends on the level of evidence
obtained in the previous step(s). This regulatory
decision is regarded as revolutionary, it opens new
ways for pharmaceutical developments with no
new animal testing at all, and it implies that regulators may even discourage developers from
performing such studies (van Aerts et al. 2014).
This applies especially to highly speciﬁc
mAbs, where only NHPs are pharmacologically
responsive. Therefore, as toxicological studies in
NHPs have notably small group sizes, their conduct has been explicitly not recommended for
biosimilars. In situation, when no relevant invivo animal model is available, the guidance
leaves the option to proceed directly to human
studies while applying principles to mitigate any
potential risk (EMA 2012, 2014).
The recommended step-wise approach should
proceed as follows: after physicochemical and
biological characterization of the product, pharmacodynamic comparability should be evaluated
in in-vitro assays. Assays using human cells or
human receptors can be used to assess binding to
the target and the subsequent functional effects.
Pharmacokinetic comparability can then be best
evaluated directly in clinical studies. When close
similarity of the biological and its reference
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product can be demonstrated, it is highly unlikely
that new safety issues different from the reference
product, with the exception of immunogenicity
issues, would arise. For immunogenicity, animal
studies have no predictive value anyway. Only
after performing this biosimilarity exercise, it
should be determined whether additional in-vivo
non-clinical work is deemed necessary (EMA
2012, 2014; van Aerts et al. 2014).

Reduce the Need of Animal Studies by
Gaining Information in Exploratory
Clinical Trials
Exploratory clinical trials are an approach
described in ICH M3(R) guideline, which recognizes that in some cases early access to human
data can provide valuable information on human
physiology/pharmacology, on drug candidate
behavior, and on therapeutic target relevance to
disease. Such data can reduce the need of information gained in animal studies. Central to this
approach is the concept that “the best model for
man is man.” Exploratory clinical trials are
conducted in early Phase I (sometimes called
Phase 0), have no therapeutic intent, are not
intended to explore clinical tolerability, and can
be conducted on patients or healthy individuals
(ICH M3R). Their advantage is that they may give
information on exposure and allow early comparison of kinetic/metabolic data between animal
models and humans. They certainly help very
early on to prioritize compounds when several
candidates are available; these aspects again help
to reduce animal usage compared to traditional
development.
ICH M3(R) recommends also several
approaches based on applying micro- or subtherapeutic doses. Microdosing (most often: single microdose of 100 μg) is a method assessing the
basic behavior of drugs by applying small doses
directly to human volunteers. The doses are well
below those expected to produce whole-body
effects but high enough to allow the cellular
response to be studied. A candidate drug is labeled
by radiocarbon isotopes and extremely sensitive
analytical methods (mostly positron emission
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tomography (PET) and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)) are used for its biochemical
quantitation. AMS is used for determining PK
data by taking blood samples over time, processing the samples in the laboratory, and then
analyzing their drug content. PET provides primarily PD data through real-time imaging and
some limited PK data. The method provides
important information about pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics, but it does not reveal
information about toxicity or toxicology. Those
endpoints will be addressed by supportive rigidly
reduced conventional study designs.
Eliminating less promising molecules saves
costs, resources, animals, and time. It avoids
unnecessary exposure of the participants in clinical trials. Because the trials mostly involve a single dose administration (usually 1  100 μg, the
alternative is 5  100 μg), the method poses very
little risk of human toxic side effects (low dose
and short duration of exposure). Very limited
number of subjects is usually involved. Further,
preclinical safety package required by authorities
can be smaller as compared to the traditional
Phase I studies, less animals are needed, and also
only small quantity of the test drug is required.
Other valuable advantages of microdosing studies
are that they help to establish a likely pharmacological dose and select the ﬁrst dose for the subsequent Phase I studies. A limitation of the
method is shortage of data that exemplify whether
the body’s reaction to a particular compound is
similar when applied as microdose or in its pharmacologically active dose (Tiwari 2014).

Use Alternative Approaches
Alternative models should be more efﬁcient and
provide additional information to supplement the
results from traditional animal models. Although
animal models are still often considered to be a
“gold standard,” they have never undergone validation to the same extent as non-animal
technologies.
The need for improvement is recognized by
Agencies. There is a new Regulatory guidance
on alternative/3Rs testing approaches in
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discussion: “Guideline on the principles of regulatory acceptance of 3Rs (replacement, reduction,
reﬁnement) testing approaches” (EMA 2016a)
and related reﬂection papers (still in the form of
drafts – EMA 2016b, c). The guideline provides
information on the scientiﬁc and technical criteria
for regulatory acceptance of alternative/3Rs testing approaches and encourages stakeholders and
authorities to initiate, support, and accept development and use of such approaches. The reﬂection papers summarize the main animal tests
required for the regulatory testing of medicinal
products and presents opportunities for limiting
the use of animals.
The guideline recommends the following
criteria: availability of test methodology, test protocols with clearly deﬁned and scientiﬁcally
sound endpoints; relevance of the test for a particular purpose and accuracy/extent to which the
test correctly measures the biological effect of
interest; robustness of the test (i.e., reproducibility
of the test results); a comparison with existing
methods; and a description of circumstances
under which the 3Rs testing approach is/is not
applicable.
The reﬂection paper on opportunities for
implementation of the 3Rs during regulatory testing of medicinal products for human use provides
an overview of options to limit or completely skip
the use of animal studies in nonclinical evaluation
of drug substances. The paper also clearly indicates that the 3R approach is in the state of
dynamic development and there will be more
options coming. It is, however, already clear
that, for example, toxicity evaluation will change.
Traditionally, repeat dose toxicology studies follow a standard design and in rodents and
nonrodents yield information on general characteristics of the toxicity, the target organs of toxicity, the dose–response (curve) for each toxicity
endpoint, responses to toxic metabolites formed
in the organism, delayed responses, cumulative
effects, the margin between toxic and nontoxic
dose, information on reversibility/irreversibility
of the effect, and NOAEL (no observed adverse
effect level), NOEL (no observed effect level) for
toxicity (EMA 2008, 2010; ICH M(R2)). In contrast to this standard approach, the reﬂection paper
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(EMA 2016b) concedes the option to perform the
tests on one species only (“on a case by case
approach, and if clearly justiﬁed”) and to possibly
omit a study on reversibility of compound-related
effects.
Also changes for safety evaluation paradigms
are recommended; for instance, in vivo
genotoxicity can be assessed by integrating this
endpoint into repeated dose toxicity studies, usually of 4 weeks duration. The reﬂection paper
recommends a standard test battery (in-vitro tests
plus in vivo genotoxicity integrated in repeated
dose toxicity study) without the isolated single invivo study. Likewise, carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity test requirements are currently
under revision with the aim to induce new testing
paradigms based on a more comprehensive
weight-of-evidence approach and potential to
replace in-vivo studies or not doing them at all
(Bode and Van der Laan 2016). “Core battery”
tests for safety pharmacology could also be integrated in repeated dose toxicity studies. And a
variety of tests aiming at manufacture, characterization, and control of the drug substance should
be primarily performed in-vitro unless thoroughly
justiﬁed. Other more speciﬁc examples of the
recommended 3Rs approaches involve avoiding
physiological distribution test of radiopharmaceutical preparations as required by the Ph.Eur., using
duck cells rather than live animals when testing
plasma derived hepatitis B vaccine, or discouraging from using animals for potency testing of
investigational, or biological medicinal products.
Alternatives to animal testing (called 3Rs testing approaches in EMA’s guidelines) are being
developed for – besides ethical reasons – their
time efﬁciency, less man power required, and
cost effectiveness. Two most important
approaches involve in-vitro cell culture techniques and in-silico computer simulations. These
two approaches are then combined in another
method known under the name “organs on a
chip.” Also microdosing described above can be
considered as an alternative method. All these
approaches do not replace animals completely;
however, they help to signiﬁcantly reduce animal
numbers needed.
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There is knowledge that alternative methods
also have their speciﬁc advantages and drawbacks. For example, cell cultures are criticized
for not providing enough information about the
complex interactions of living systems, computer
simulations for using data from prior animal
experiments, and microdosing for not revealing
information about toxicity or toxicology. Thorough knowledge of the strengths and limitations
of one’s model is therefore crucial for its appropriate use and interpretation of results.
For cells and tissue cultures, in vitro tests are
recommended in OECD guidelines. Examples
are:
TG
428
TG
430
TG
431
TG
432
TG
437
TG
438
TG
439

Skin absorption: in vitro method
In vitro skin corrosion: transcutaneous
electrical resistance (TER)
In vitro skin corrosion: human skin model
test
In vitro 3 T3 NRU phototoxicity test
Bovine corneal opacity and permeability
test method for identifying ocular corrosives and severe irritants
Isolated chicken eye test method for identifying ocular corrosives and severe
irritants
In vitro skin irritation: reconstructed
human epidermis (RhE) test method

Various types of cultures like cell culture, callus culture, tissue culture, organ culture, or separated cellular components are used for various
purposes. For instance, for safety testing, bovine
corneal organ culture can replace rabbits eye
irritancy test, or models of human skin derived
from cultured human skin (Corrositex ®,
EPISKIN™, EpiDerm™) can replace animalbased skin irritative and corrosive studies. Test
systems based on the activation of human monocytes or monocytoid cell lines have been developed that take advantage of the role of these cells
in the fever response and can replace rabbit pyrogen test. Similarly, mouse ﬁbroblast (3 T3) and
normal human keratinocyte (NHK) cells can be
used in basal cytotoxicity test (e.g., phototoxicity)

and support to determine the starting dose for the
acute oral systemic toxicity test method and
thereby reducing overall animal use requirements
(NTP 2017). Cell cultures are further used to
measure the rate of chemical absorption by the
skin or phototoxic reactions and cultured cells
have been developed to create monoclonal antibodies (Hester et al. 2006; Doke and Dhawale
2015).
Another example is represented by tissue
models. For example, in-vitro metabolism studies
have traditionally involved cells cultured into
monolayers. However, because the interactions
of cells with their surrounding environment
can greatly affect shape, cell function and
gene expression, two-dimensional or threedimensional models have been developed. These
models are supposed to better mimic mechanisms
such as cell-to-cell adhesion and resistance to
drug-induced apoptosis. Among the 3D-tissue
reconstruction models are models of epidermis,
full-thickness skin models, respiratory epithelia,
keratinocyte eye cornea, vaginal epithelia, oral
epithelia, and even models of the blood–brain
barrier or three-dimensional models such as placenta, lymph node, and liver (Liebsch et al. 2011).

Organs on a Chip
Organ on a chip is a multichannel 3D microﬂuidic
cell culture chip that simulates to some extent the
activities, mechanics, and physiological response
of entire organs. The chip is formed by small
chambers containing a sample of tissue from a
particular organ. When nutrients, air, blood and
test compounds, such as experimental drugs, are
pumped through the chambers, the cells replicate
some of the key functions of that organ, just
as they do in the body. By recapitulating the
multicellular architectures, tissue-tissue interfaces, physicochemical microenvironments, and
vascular perfusion of the body, these devices produce levels of tissue and organ functionality not
possible with conventional 2D or 3D-culture systems. Biochemical, genetic, and metabolic activities of the cells are then measured by sensors and
transferred for computer analysis. In the context
of drug discovery and development, this technology is valuable for the study of molecular
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mechanisms of action, prioritization of lead candidates, toxicity testing, and biomarker identiﬁcation (Bhatia and Ingberg 2014; Prot and Leclerc
2012).

Validation of Alternative Methods
Alternative approaches may produce relevant and
reliable results, but all new methods must be conﬁrmed as suitable for its scientiﬁc and regulatory
purpose. These methods are used routinely and
repeatedly; they should be acceptable across
countries; formal validation is a necessity. Therefore, it is recommended to involve regulators
already in the process of deﬁnition of performance
standards. Such cooperation will facilitate regulatory acceptance and help to implement new test
methods (Liebsch et al. 2011).
The need of new alternative and validated
methods is expressed in the EU legislation. Directive 2010/63/EU describes the coordination of
formal validation studies at EU level to facilitate
rapid uptake of new methods and approaches to
replace reliance on animal testing as one of its key
tasks. For this purpose, the European Union Reference Laboratory for alternatives to animal testing, EURL ECVAM, was established by this
Directive. Through its network of laboratories
(EU-NETVAL, European Union Network of Laboratories for the Validation of Alternative
Methods), EURL ECVAM focuses on the validation of 3Rs methods for safety testing and efﬁcacy/potency testing of chemicals, biologicals,
and vaccines. It offers to research laboratories to
scientiﬁcally validate alternative methods to animal testing. Through a dialogue with the stakeholder community and provision of information
systems (DataBase service on Alternative
Methods, DB-ALM, QSAR Model database and
TSAR tracking system on alternative methods),
EURL ECVAM further promotes the use and
acceptance of new alternative methods in industry, academia, and by regulators. Examples are
non-animal approaches for skin sensitization
(allergy) testing, or co-developing two new
(VICH) guidelines for the reduction of animal
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tests for the quality control of veterinary vaccines
(EURL ECVAM 2017).
Method validation relates mainly to:
1. The repeatability and reproducibility of results
obtained
2. The test’s relevance for measuring or predicting relevant biological effects
Validity assessment can include general
knowledge of the method, the scientiﬁc principles
on which it is based, historical data from using the
method, and the use of pilot studies (when using
in vivo methods) with smaller numbers of animals
before embarking on a full scale study (European
Commission 2016). The formal validation process
involves multiple phases including preparatory
method reﬁnement, small-scale transfer studies,
and ﬁnally large-scale international collaborative
studies with manufacturers and national control
laboratories (EMA 2016a). Alternatively, testing
approaches that have sufﬁciently demonstrated
their scientiﬁc validity according to the criteria
described but have not been assessed in a formal
validation process can also be evaluated on a caseby-case basis by the competent authorities (EMA
2016a).

Minimalize Bias in Experimental Data
and Mind Good Research Practices
Animal studies can elucidate normal biology and
improve the understanding for the pathogenesis of
a disease, a deﬁciency often appearing when
developing therapeutic interventions. However,
animal studies produce insights only if tests are
carefully designed, critically interpreted, and thoroughly reported. These quality features amplify
good laboratory practices (GLP), compliant to
which many animal studies (e.g., safety studies)
should be performed. GLP ensures traceability
and uniform, reproducible quality, but it does not
guarantee the quality of the animal model or scientiﬁc valuable interpretation of the outcome for
human purposes.
The lack of methodological rigor in preclinical
studies acts as a barrier to translation of research
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ﬁndings and represents a major source of reduced
attrition rates in drug development (Glasziou
2014; Green 2015). The Lancet published 2009
a review on the production and reporting of biomedical research in which it was calculated that
85% of basic and clinical research is wasted
because of inadequate or inappropriate design,
nonpublication, and poor reporting (Chalmers
and Glasziou 2009). This represents an estimated
annual loss of over $100 billion research funding.
Clinical trials erroneously based on poorly
conducted preclinical safety studies may lead to
unnecessary exposure of trial participants to
potentially harmful agents or to prevent them
from participating in other trials with possibly
effective products (Landis et al. 2012).
Particularly widespread are deﬁciencies in
reporting key methodological parameters and
poor experimental designs, both correlating with
overstated ﬁndings (Landis et al. 2012; Gulin et al.
2015). Scientists from hematology and oncology
department at the biotechnology ﬁrm Amgen
(Begley and Ellis 2012) tried to conﬁrm published
ﬁndings related to their work and despite efforts to
avoid technical differences they could conﬁrm
scientiﬁc ﬁndings in only 11% of cases. Reproducible studies were mainly those, in which
authors had paid close attention to controls,
reagents, investigator bias and describing complete data set. In the other cases, results could
not be reproduced, the data were not routinely
analyzed by investigators blinded to the experimental versus control groups and/or only selected
experimental results supporting an underlying
hypothesis were presented (Begley and Ellis
2012). Corresponding results were reported by
Bayer HealthCare who could validate only about
25% of published preclinical studies (Prinz et al.
2011).
The recognition grows, that the use of techniques that assess the impact of publication and
study-quality biases on estimates of efﬁcacy in
animal experiments is necessary (Sena et al.
2007). An adoption of newly and better deﬁned
quality standards would lead to improved effectiveness and efﬁciency in the selection of promising candidate drugs.
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There are a number of sources of experimental
bias which reduce the quality of the research.

Bias from Poor Reporting
Reporting details of a study including methods of
statistical analyses used, sample sizes, inclusion/
exclusion criteria, methods of randomization,
blinding, gender, strain, species selection, and
age of animals is essential to avoid publication
bias, assist replication, and justify the research.
Meanwhile, several guidelines have been issued
to improve poor reporting, among them the
ARRIVE guidelines (“Animal Research:
Reporting of In-Vivo Experiments,” 2010), the
GSPC (“Gold Standard Publication Checklist,”
2011), or the checklist of the Nature Journal
(2013). Although the guidelines list suggestions
for improved reporting, lack of pressure to apply
these suggestions and report comprehensively and
uniformly leads to noticeably inconsistency,
obstructing correct assessment of reported results
(Green 2015). Here, journal editors and regulators/assessors of clinical trial applications can
support improvements considerably.
Bias from Nonpublication
Selective reporting is another reason for the lack
of translation from basic research to the clinical
situation. An increasing number of studies demonstrate publication bias that only about 50% of
animal research results are published. The main
motivation seems to be the lack of statistical signiﬁcance as there is relatively little incentive for
journals to publish negative, non-novel, or
repeated ﬁndings (Korevaar et al. 2011; Sena et
al. 2010; Ter Riet et al. 2012; Tsilidis et al. 2013).
Nonpublication causes unnecessary duplication
of research and poses a serious problem for
performing valid literature syntheses. There
should be a plead to publish all results regardless
of whether the outcomes are positive or negative;
all studies (equivalent to existing registers of clinical trials) should be registered in professional
circles (Kimmelman and Anderson 2012). Registration of animal trials would impede retrospective changes of endpoints and study protocols and
not publishing negative or unfavorable results.
And today such publications of failures should
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be easy since safety studies are always done under
GLP conditions and collecting data and archiving
is performed on local computers.

Bias from Using Inappropriate Animal
Model
Prestige, economy, convenience, and poor awareness of the translation of basic research into medical practice inﬂuences decisions on animal
studies more than scientiﬁc rigor and patient
need (Green 2015). For instance, laboratory mice
are disproportionately more often used than any
other animal species (JAXmice ® alone stocks tens
of thousands of types of strains of mouse models
to choose from), and the common practice of
using inbred rodent strains completely ignores
genetic variation of target populations. Bennani
(2012) points out that for some conditions (e.g.,
inﬂuenza, bacterial, and fungal infections,
measuring CVD and LDL and simple blood
chemistry) animal models are more reliable predictors, whereas for other diseases (oncology,
immunology, psychiatry, HIV, etc.), animal
models are to large extent nonpredictive of clinical outcome. The importance of selecting the best
possible animal model should be therefore not
underestimated.
Bias from the Regulation of Animal
Research
Regulatory agencies require sometimes preclinical investigations that use animal models known
to have no predictive value. Among such problematic disease areas are oncology, immunology,
or diseases of the central nervous system (Bennani
2012). In addition, compliance with the 3Rs and
animal welfare are in many countries controlled
by veterinary inspectors and ethic committees.
The assessment process is however neither open
nor transparent and relies on individual opinions
of the experts (Green 2015). Pressure to apply the
3Rs principles may be overstretched; it may
reduce the statistical power of experiments under
meaningful values. Scott et al. (2008) demonstrated that the failure of murine amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis treatments to translate to the clinic
was due to small group size numbers and underpowered experiments.
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Many good research principles are actually
long known, it seems that they sometimes get
forgotten in the complex process as R&D of new
medicines. Awareness of quality guidelines for
biomedical research should therefore reanimated,
examples are, for example, good research practice
system of the World Health Organization (2006),
guidelines published by the Research Quality
Association in the UK (2008), or the Quality
Assurance Toolkit developed at the University of
Minnesota, USA (Michelson Prize and Grants
2014). Few details should be stressed.
Planning an Experimental Protocol
The methodological quality of an animal study
starts with preparing a detailed experimental protocol. Checklist of factors listed, for example, in
the ARRIVE guidelines, can be meaningful. Variations in the experiments must be considered and
outlined in the protocol. Results from control animals need to be known and interpretation should
beneﬁt from these historical data. Study directors
should seek consultancy from interdisciplinary
interactions of the primary investigative team
with experts in ancillary disciplines (statistics,
laboratory animal science, pathology, etc.) and
include the data generation and collection process
(Everitt 2015). The experimental hypothesis to be
tested must be well explained and deﬁned as well
as the experimental aims, design, and endpoints.
Recognizing Sources of Variation
Sources of variation can include inherent factors
of the animal (e.g., stock/strain/substrain, source,
sex, age, weight, source, pathogen status, etc.) as
well as the animal facility environment (diet, bedding, housing, water delivery, lighting, noise,
vibration, temperature, humidity, etc.). For this
reason, harmonization of international standards
for animal care would already reduce one important source of internal variation. Other factors are
the methods used, dose form and timing of dose
administration, types and preparation of excipients and vehicles, blood and tissue sampling sites
and methods, handling of subjects, etc. (Everitt
2015). Example is the signiﬁcant difference in the
serum hepatic enzyme, alanine transaminase,
which can occur if mice are handled by the body
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instead of the tail (Swaim et al. 1985). Similarly,
signiﬁcant differences have been reported in
research endpoints, such as cytokine concentrations, depending on method/site of blood removal
(Mella et al. 2014).
Collecting Data
Although usually inbred rodent strains with minimal genetic differences are used, data show how
important randomization is. For instance, in a
systematic review of hypothermia in experimental
stroke, nonrandomized studies overstated the
reduction in infarct volume by 27% and studies
without blinded outcome assessment overstated
efﬁcacy by 19% when they were compared to
randomized and blinded studies, respectively
(van der Worp et al. 2005). To minimize bias
resulting from internal variation in the data, following steps should be always taken:
• Randomization: Animals should be assigned
randomly to the various experimental groups
and the method of randomization reported.
Information on the allocation, treatment and
handling of animals across study groups, the
selection and source of control animals, including whether they are true littermates of the test
groups should be provided. Data should be
collected and processed randomly or appropriately blocked.
• Blinding: The investigator should be unaware
of the group to which the next animal taken
from a cage will be allocated (allocation concealment). Animal caretakers and investigators
conducting the experiments should be blinded
to the allocation sequence (blinded conduct
of the experiment). Investigators assessing,
measuring, or quantifying experimental outcomes should be blinded to the intervention
(blinded assessment of outcome). This may
hold true for all instances of the experiment,
including also post-mortal investigations like
macroscopical and pathohistological inspections and assessments.
• Sample-size estimation: Underpowered
experiments with low predictive value may
either falsely conclude that interventions are
without efﬁcacy or provide falsely positive
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results leading to needless subsequent studies
building upon the incorrect results. Too large
studies will be unnecessarily costly. Both cases
mean wasted resources in terms of time,
money, and animals. An appropriate sample
size should be therefore computed when the
study is being designed and the statistical
method of computation reported, which
would also provide some assurance that sample size has not been increased incrementally in
the light of ongoing analyses. Statistical
methods that take into account multiple evaluations of the data should be used when an
interim evaluation is carried out (Sena et al.
2007; Landis et al. 2012).
• Data handling: Rules for stopping data collection should be deﬁned in advance. Also criteria
for inclusion and exclusion of data should be
established prospectively. How outliers will be
deﬁned and handled should be decided when
the experiment is being designed, and any data
removed before analysis should be reported.
The primary endpoint should be prospectively
selected. If multiple endpoints are to be
assessed, then appropriate statistical corrections should be applied. Pseudoreplicate issues
need to be considered before determining
study design and analysis. For example, when
analyzing effects of pollutants on reproductive
health, multiple sampling from a litter, regardless of how many littermates are quantiﬁed,
provides data from only a single biologic replicate. Investigators should also report how
often a particular experiment was performed
and whether results were substantiated by repetition under a range of conditions. Additionally, it should not be forgotten that a signiﬁcant
result does not provide information on the
magnitude of the effect and thus does not necessarily mean that the effect is robust and
highly reproducible (Landis et al. 2012).
• Fighting experimental noise sound: Irrelevant animals like those that die for reasons
unrelated to disease (such as mishandling)
should not be counted in results. Reasons for
exclusion should be well documented. Whenever possible, numbers of males and females
should be balanced because they can show sex-
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dependent differences in symptoms that
obscure modest drug effects. Littermates
should be splitted among experimental groups
(Perrin 2014).
• Retrospective primary end-point selection:
Selection of a primary end-point only after data
have been analyzed inﬂates the type-I error
(false-positive results). This can be avoided
by specifying a primary end point before the
study is undertaken, the time(s) at which the
end point will be assessed, and the method(s)
of analysis. Signiﬁcant ﬁndings for secondary
end-points can and should be reported but
should be delineated as exploratory in nature.
• Reporting of individual data: Nonrodent data
are usually reported and interpreted on the
basis of individual observations, reactions,
and results. With rodent data using considerable higher numbers of animals, the statistical
results often prevail and rare individual reactions get lost. The rule should be that preclinical investigations are handled like clinical
results: Individual by individual, and not as a
group mean. Hereby, possibly human relevant,
but rare reactions do not get lost.
• Avoid publication bias. Register all experiments. Use systematic reviews
Systematic review (SR) (Sanderscock and
Roberts 2002) is a simple technique developed
to provide summary information by combining
results from different sources and to make
judgments on possible translation into clinical
trials. In contrast to a narrative review which
has no standardized methodology, the SR is a
type of review that is structured, thorough, and
transparent. Performing such appraisal can
save resources and improve safety for participants in clinical trials achieved (van Lujik et al.
2014; Ritskes-Hoitinga et al. 2014; Vesterinen
et al. 2014). Examples of the use of SR include,
for instance, the study of Horn et al. (2001),
who found no evidence to justify the start of
clinical trials of nimodipine for focal cerebral
ischemia in humans. The study emerged, however, only after 7665 patients participated in
clinical trials. Comparably, Pound et al. (2004)
demonstrated that drug side effects (in this
case, excess risk of intracranial hemorrhage
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after thrombolysis treatment for acute stroke)
found during a clinical trial could have been
identiﬁed beforehand if a SR of preclinical
animal studies had been performed.
When performing a SR, it is important to evaluate the quality of data collected by other
researches. Its relevance can be illustrated on
Alzheimer’s disease, a condition which is despite
of decades of experimental research known for a
lack of effective disease modifying interventions.
Egan et al. (2016) performed a SR and a metaanalysis of interventions tested in transgenic
mouse model of the disease and after analyzing
427 publications describing 357 interventions in
55 transgenic models, involving 11,118 animals
in 838 experiments, the authors found that
the quality of these experiments was relatively
poor – less than one in four publications reported
blinded assessment of outcome or random allocation to group and no study reported a sample
size calculation. Additionally, “trim and ﬁll” analyses suggested that one in seven pathological
and neurobehavioral experiments remained
unpublished.
Likewise, Tsilidis et al. (2013) evaluated 4445
animal studies or 160 candidate treatments of
neurological disorders and observed that 1719 of
them had a “positive” result, whereas only 919
studies would a priori be expected to have such a
result. From these 160 treatments, only 8 should
have been subsequently tested in humans. These
examples illustrate not only historical methodological weaknesses in preclinical animal testing
but also insufﬁcient critical appraisal of existing
animal data before starting clinical research. Considering ethical issues and enormous ﬁnancial
costs related to clinical trials this is a rather
alarming ﬁnding.
The bias resulting from not publishing could be
signiﬁcantly reduced by registering all experiments in a system similar to the one established
for clinical trials. In this way, negative data would
be published, unnecessary duplication of experiments would be prevented, investigators would
receive credit for their work done and those seeking to summarize what is known would have
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access to all relevant data. The registration to the
system could be ﬂexible, with information
embargoed for a time to protect intellectual property (Macleod 2011).
To facilitate assessment of data collected, and
to point out critical factors several study-quality
checklists have been proposed. Among these are
the CAMARADES checklist (Collaborative
Approach to Meta-Analysis and Review of Animal Data in Experimental Stroke), Macleod et al.
2004), Stroke Therapy Academic Industry
Roundtable (STAIR 1999), Amsterdam criteria
(Horn et al. 2001), Utrecht criteria (van der
Worp et al. 2005), ARRIVE Guidelines (Animal
Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments),
Kilkenny et al. 2010), and the “Guidance for the
Description of Animal Research in Scientiﬁc Publications” (National Research Council [US] Institute for Laboratory Animal Research 2011).
Factors itemized on the checklists are, e.g., publication in peer-reviewed journal, assessment of
functional and histological outcome, replication
in two laboratories, testing both males and
females, behavioral outcome measured for at
least 1 month, assessment made in acute and
chronic phase, randomization of treatment or control, blinded assessment of outcome, sample-size
calculation before start of an experiment, and
others.

Conclusions and Outlooks
Preclinical development and especially here animal studies have been identiﬁed as possible factors, responsible for the insufﬁcient efﬁciency of
nonclinical pharmaceutical R&D. Quantitative
analyses of publicly available animal toxicity
studies revealed that their results were inconsistent predictors of undesirable or toxic responses in
humans. There is a lack of powerful data and
sometimes only a poor basis available for deciding whether a compound should proceed to clinical testing (e.g., Bailey et al. 2014). The selection
and justiﬁcation of the studies is frequently based
on regulatory principles 50 years old. The way
how they are designed and performed is in many
cases decided rather on habit and tradition than on
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modern, scientiﬁcally sound justiﬁcations. Yet,
although new approaches and technologies are
being developed in a fast pace, their integration
into drug development is rather slow.
But progress and optimization is required
and can be achieved by opening and
accepting new pathways: better animal
models are needed, and better predictive non-animal models required. Provided that ﬁt-for-purpose animal models are used and the design and
execution of the testing is implemented according
to stringent quality criteria in vitro and in vivo
experiments can provide valuable information for
the clinical performance of the drug. Unfortunately, besides a few exceptions, like development of humanized experimental animals,
investment in development of more predictive
animal models has been during the last decades
considerably lower than in development of new
technologies in areas such as molecular biology or
clinical trial biomarkers (Denayer et al. 2014).
Better predictive state-of-the-art in vitro assays
and in silico data, applied during early stages of
drug discovery, can facilitate the long-term process of drug development. Replacing current
acute and selected chronic in vivo regulatory toxicology studies by validated in vitro replacements
would result in reduced animal use in pharmaceutical development of individual compounds. Following such strategy can be already observed in,
e.g., some OECD test guidelines. The guideline
no. 404 (Acute Dermal Irritation/Corrosion) recommends the conduct of in vitro assays (EOECD
TG 430, 431) to limit the severity of toxicity for
compounds that progress to in vivo evaluation.
The concept of the 3Rs exists since almost
60 years but its value has been mostly perceived
only as a European regulatory issue (Chapman et
al. 2013). Recognition is growing during recent
years that there are beneﬁts for improving the
quality of research and reducing costs. The quality,
reliability, and predictive value of many well
established methods have not sufﬁciently been
validated, but to abandon them is associated with
insecurity and reduced trust in the view of
remaining data. Lack of conﬁdence in novel
approaches is rooted in limited experience among
researchers and Agencies and additionally in the
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lack of historical data. There is fear to change long
established pathways, which have been successful
in the past. Joined effort of all parties involved is
therefore needed to achieve progress and better
acceptance of new approaches. Sharing knowledge (positive as well as negative experience)
among stake-holders would facilitate the selection
of the most promising methods. Such cooperation
would fasten the transition towards novel
approaches and reveal gaps for future research.
To achieve the objective of such a paradigm
change is only successful with full governmental
support: the common goal should be to develop,
optimize, and validate new translational tools,
to revize some of the older guidelines and harmonize their acceptance on a global level. On the
regulatory side, ﬁrst attempt to catch up with
progress is already happening: example the publication of the new guidelines on the evaluation of
biosimilars on the European level. The International Conferences on Harmonization continue
their awareness of scientiﬁc advances and their
Expert Working Groups modify and improve the
important recommendations of their global
guidelines.
The objective of this chapter is to propose
several approaches that can contribute to improving efﬁciency and translational value of nonclinical testing. The suggestions target at:
1. Enlarge in silico data bases and improve their
accessibility.
2. For researchers and editors: Publish all data,
knowledge and experience. Include all data,
positive and negative results.
3. Expand options for in vitro methods and elucidate their advantages and limitations.
4. Improve the selection of validated
approaches and document the real values of
animal models and applicability of methods.
5. Improve the design and execution of experiments and use fully randomization, blinding,
optimal statistical interpretation etc.
6. Reﬂect clinical conditions in preclinical studies: Standard programs, biomarkers, speciﬁed
endpoints. Understand the mechanisms of
disease.
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7. Identify weaknesses of methods: Which are
the most relevant and predictive models and
methods for human conditions?.
8. Introduce state-of-the-art methods into daily
practice: GLP, statistics, combine functions
with morphology, use non-invasive methods,
provide support by kinetic data, etc.
9. Improve quality of reporting: analyze and
assess all results, from all studies, focus on
mean and individual effects.
10. Conscientious review of literature: built up
“weight of evidence” approach, use information from Quality, Safety and Efﬁcacy.
11. Encourage an open dialogue among
researchers from all disciplines in industry
and agencies.
12. Use scientiﬁc advice offered by Agencies to
facilitate the decisions for best strategy during
all phases of development.
13. Gain meaningful information of animal usage
for human conditions at every step of development, get human data early as possible, use
expedited explorations.
14. Better prediction of drug reactions in humans
based on modern intelligent complex
approaches will fasten access to efﬁcient and
safe drugs. For all these objectives, courage
should be stimulated to swing from preconceived concepts to new methods and pathways. Only frank imaginative discussions
will open the doors to an optimum way
forward.
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